SARNAFIL FLASHING MEMBRANE HOT-AIR WELDED TO THRESHOLD FLASHING

G459 FLASHING MEMBRANE SET INTO SIKAFLEX-11FC GRID ADHESIVE, METAL THRESHOLD NOT SHOWN

SARNAFIL MEMBRANE PATCH

SARNAFIL FLASHING AND ACCEPTABLE TERMINATION DETAIL

SARNAFELT NWP-HD LEVELING LAYER

SARNABAR-SS FASTENED 12 IN. O.C. AND SARNACORD

G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE SET INTO SIKAFLEX-11FC GRID ADHESIVE

SARNAFIL G476 FIELD SHEET HOT-AIR WELDED TO GRID STRIP

NOTES:
1) SUBSEQUENT LAYER AND OVERBURDEN NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
2) FLASHING HEIGHTS ARE TO BE A MINIMUM OF EIGHT INCHES ABOVE THE OVERBURDEN.
3) THREE WAY OVERLAP PATCHES NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY.
   SEALANT IS A MAINTENANCE ITEM NOT COVERED UNDER SIKA SARNAFIL WARRANTY.
4) THE BACK OF THE G459 FLASHING AND GRID STRIP MEMBRANE MUST BE PRIMED WITH SIKAFLEX PRIMER 449.

THRESHOLD (ISOMETRIC)